Upright tilt resets dynamic transfer function of baroreflex neural arc to minify the pressure disturbance in total baroreflex control.
Maintenance of arterial pressure (AP) under orthostatic stress against gravitational fluid shift and pressure disturbance is of great importance. One of the mechanisms is that upright tilt resets steady-state baroreflex control to a higher sympathetic nerve activity (SNA). However, the dynamic feedback characteristics of the baroreflex system, a hallmark of fast-acting neural control, remain to be elucidated. In the present study, we tested the hypothesis that upright tilt resets the dynamic transfer function of the baroreflex neural arc to minify the pressure disturbance in total baroreflex control. Renal SNA and AP were recorded in ten anesthetized, vagotomized and aortic-denervated rabbits. Under baroreflex open-loop condition, isolated intracarotid sinus pressure (CSP) was changed according to a binary white noise sequence at operating pressure +/- 20 mmHg, while the animal was placed supine and at 60 degrees upright tilt. Regardless of the postures, the baroreflex neural (CSP to SNA) and peripheral (SNA to AP) arcs showed dynamic high-pass and low-pass characteristics, respectively. Upright tilt increased the transfer gain of the neural arc (resetting), decreased that of the peripheral arc, and consequently maintained the transfer characteristics of total baroreflex feedback system. A simulation study suggests that postural resetting of the neural arc would significantly increase the transfer gain of the total arc in upright position, and that in closed-loop baroreflex the resetting increases the stability of AP against pressure disturbance under orthostatic stress. In conclusion, upright tilt resets the dynamic transfer function of the baroreflex neural arc to minify the pressure disturbance in total baroreflex control.